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Access Control
CONNECT + PROTECT YOUR WORLD

Quick, convenient, trusted, authorised access to the workplace 
that protects workers, contractors, and visitors.

Damstra’s Access Control solution authenticates individuals before being allowed entry for a safe working 
environment while maintaining workflows and productivity.
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Access Control verifies employee 
worksite qualifications and induction 
compliance at all entry points. Faces 
are scanned for identification and 
temperature detection. Worker fatigue, 
time and attendance, and emergency 
evacuation protocols are managed 
across the organization. Turnstiles, 
gates, and door/lock functionality are 
integrated and secure the workplace. 
Trusted, connected access for the 
right individual that protects the work 
environment for workers, contractors, 
and visitors.

PREPARED PEOPLE SAFE WORKPLACES CONNECTED ASSETS ACCESSIBLE INFORMATION

Connect + Protect Your World

ACCESS CONTROL

Damstra’s Access Control solution can be 
rapidly deployed at any workplace. 

It lets you extend core capabilities, improve operational access 
efficiencies, and remain confident that organizational assets, resources, 
and people are protected.

 L Reduce administrative work with automated access

 L Improve security and privacy of workers

 L Manage credentialed lifecycle of employee identify

 L Ensure regulatory compliance

 L Mitigate potential risks with real-time monitoring

 L Establish critical evacuation protocols

 L Provide high-level security for facilities, assets, human resources
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ABOUT DAMSTRA TECHNOLOGY EPP

Damstra’s Enterprise Protection Platform (EPP) keeps people 
prepared and equipped, workplaces safe and productive, 
and assets and information delivering the highest value while 
protecting the business from unforeseen risk. This comprehensive 
platform helps maximise performance, safety, and profitability by 
orchestrating all disparate processes and technologies.

CONNECT + PROTECT YOUR WORLD

REQUEST YOUR DAMSTRA ACCESS CONTROL DEMO TODAY

Access Control

Terminals with Built-in Verification 
 L Verify employee identities with either finger 

scanning or facial recognition 

 L Select wall-mounted, standing, or desk terminals

 L Use individual access cards, card reader, tap 
access, key fob

 L Produce stickers, temporary identification,  
RFID codes

Integrated Alcohol and Drug 
Testing

 L Establish blood alcohol content testing of 
employee, contractor, and visitors at the  
login stage

 L Configure testing level required by site, including 
limited, random selection, voluntary or all

 L Receive alert via email, text for non-compliance

 L Retrieve reports easily

Vehicle Entry and Exit Options

 L Manage boom, sliding gates, turnstiles,  
tripod barriers

 L Install bollards and wedges

 L Enable emergency stops and deployment walls

 L Establish door access control software with 
different hardware options

Visitor Management

 L Highlight company capabilities with security  
and privacy

 L Reduce risk of security breaches

 L Enhance workplace safety and satisfy compliance 
requirements

 L Establish a profile for return visits

 L Select desk mounted, free standing, wall mounted, 
or mobile tablets 

Evacuation

 L Provide emergency evacuation system that sounds 
alarms, opens all gates and turnstiles 

 L Send critical alerts to all workers within the 
specified evacuation area 

 L Manage evacuation protocols via multiple  
mobile devices

 L Back up data and store offsite

Access Control Modules
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